
GUEST EDITORIAL

I just cannot understand some decisions made by judges. I read in the Times on 23rd May 2014 that
employees who work on a commission basis are owed millions in backdated holiday pay. Apparently, the
European Court of Justice has ruled that employees' holiday pay should be bumped up to reflect the
commissions they would have earned and not be based solely on salary. What a strange decision, and
one which will have severe repercussions on the way in which employees are incentivised. So, if an
employee is on holiday, he/she will be entitled to extra commission even though this has not been
earned through additional sales for the employer! Personally, I cannot understand the logic behind the
decision but, there again, when has the law had anything to do with common sense?

I was also taken completely by surprise, as were all the lawyers I have talked to, at the Supreme Court's
decision on the Secret Hotels2 Ltd case. Within the industry we all know the case as Medhotels v HMRC.
Medhotels is a bed bank and had a very simple business model. Its contracts, both with its hotelier
suppliers and with its customers, stated quite clearly that it acted as an agent for the properties it
featured.

However, the manner in which it operated, in the opinion of most lawyers and previous decisions in the
lower courts, mirrored exactly the modus operandi of a tour operator acting as a principal. Medhotels
received net rates from hotels which had no idea how much the final selling price was. It paid hotels in
advance and was therefore able to block rooms for its sole use. It handled all complaints and did not
refer these back to the hotelier principals. It set its own cancellation charges which had nothing to do
with the cancellation charges (if any) which the accommodation provider principals charged Medhotels.
The company employed its own overseas representatives. It changed from agent to principal when
travel agents took fright following the carbon monoxide deaths in Corfu and then simply changed back
to being an agent when the panic was over.

HMRC must be smarting at losing this case and commentators have noted that, in due course, HMRC
will have to abandon action against many companies it is currently pursuing for VAT under the Tour
Operators' Margin Scheme (TOMS).

In theory, those who do not pay TOMS in the UK have to register for VAT in the EU member state in
which the accommodation for which they are acting as agent is located. It is doubtful that any UK bed
bank or tour operator is registered in this way. Furthermore, the hotelier, in turn, should pay VAT on the
gross price at which its UK bed bank agent sells the accommodation. Other EU member states must
have lost millions because their hoteliers have, incorrectly, been paying VAT on the net rate they give to
the bed banks/tour operators which are acting as their agents in the UK. However, it is unlikely that
they will pursue their economically-stretched hoteliers, who are already complaining about the high
rate of VAT being levied on them.

Does this judgment mean that standard tour operators will now be able to act as agents and not pay
VAT on TOMS yet still be able to fulfil their obligations under the Package Travel Regulations? I do not
think it will be that easy. For those selling components or just accommodation – but who act exactly
like tour operators – the future could well be rosy. However, a tour operator currently taking commit-



ments on accommodation and flights and selling a package consisting of flights, accommodation,
transfers, car-hire and other services at one all-inclusive price may not find it so easy.

Though Medhotels paid in advance for rooms which were exclusively for its use, the company could
simply roll forward to the next season the unused portion of the money paid in advance for any rooms
not sold. This is not how a normal tour operator taking commitments on accommodation works. If the
tour operator does not fill the rooms then the money is lost. You can be sure that this difference has
not gone unnoticed by HMRC.

Aircraft charter, transfer and accommodation commitments cannot realistically be shown as compo-
nents on a confirmation and account and therefore the transparency required to qualify as an agent is
just not available to a traditional, fully regulated tour operator of any size.

We now have a truly two-tier tour operating industry. Those with simple business models can get away
with acting as agents not paying VAT on TOMS while those with more complicated, traditional
businesses cannot – unless they have the stomach for battling it out in the courts with HMRC! Is this
fair?
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